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Abstract
Bounded degree networks like deBruijn graphs or wrapped
butterfly networks are very important from VLSI implementation point of view as well as for applications where
the computing nodes in the interconnection networks can
have only a fixed number of I/O ports. One basic drawback of these networks is that they cannot provide a desired level of fault tolerance because of the bounded degree
of the nodes. On the other hand, networks like hypercube
(where degree of a node grows with the size of a network)
can provide the desired fault tolerance but the design of a
node becomes problematic for large networks. In their attempt to combine the best of the both worlds, authors in
[1] proposed hyper-deBruijn networks that have many additional features of logarithmic diameter, partitionability,
embedding etc. But, hyper-deBruijn networks are not regular, are not optimally fault tolerant and the optimal routing is relatively complex. Our purpose in the present paper is to extend the concepts used in [1] to propose a new
family of scalable network graphs that retain all the good
features of hyper-deBruijn networks as well as are regular and maximally fault tolerant; the optimal point to point
routing algorithm is very simple.

1 Introduction
It is desirable to investigate if we can combine the low I/O
port requirements of bounded degree networks with the advantage [2] of having a desired level of fault tolerance. Authors in [1] have proposed a new family of graphs, called
hyper-deBruijn graphs, that meets both these requirements
and provides other features like logarithmic diameter, optimal routing algorithms, scalability and partitionability and
ability to emulate most of existing architectures. HyperdeBruijn graphs have two shortcomings: (1) they are not
regular (nor they are Cayley graphs; hence optimal routing algorithms and VLSI implementations are significantly
complicated; (2) the fault tolerance is lower than the de-

gree of the vast majority of nodes in the graph (due to the
existence of few nodes of smaller degrees). Our purpose
in the present paper is to propose a new family of composite graphs (combination of hypercubes and wrapped butterfly graphs) which are regular Cayley graphs, have logarithmic diameter, extremely simple optimal routing and are
maximally fault tolerant. A quick comparison between the
hypercubes, wrapped butterfly, hyper-deBruijn and hyperbutterfly graphs is presented in Figure 1. The proposed
family of graphs is interesting from graph theoretic point
of view and more importantly, offers a better and more attractive alternative to hyper-deBruijn graphs for VLSI implementation in terms of regularity and greater fault tolerance.
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Hyper-Butterfly graph

2.1 Hypercube Graph
Graph Bn

Hn

and Butterfly

A hypercube Hn , of order n, is defined to be regular symmetric graph G = (V; E ) where V is the set of 2n vertices,
each representing a distinct n-bit binary number and E is
the set of symmetric edges such that two nodes are connected by an edge iff the Hamming distance between the
two nodes is 1 i.e., the number of positions where the bits
differ in the binary labels of the two nodes is 1. It is known
that the number of edges in Hn is n2n,1 and the diameter
of Hn is given by D(Hn ) = n. It is also known that the
vertex connectivity of Hn is n i.e., there are exactly n vertex disjoint paths between any two nodes in Hn . A hypercube Hn can be defined for N vertices only when N = 2n .
A wrapped butterfly network, denoted by Bn , is defined
[3] as follows: a vertex is represented as hz1 z2    zn ; `i,
where z1 z2    zn is a n-bit binary number and ` is an integer, 0  `  n , 1; two vertices hz1 z2    zn ; `i
and hz10 z20    zn0 ; `0 i are connected by a bidirectional edge
iff (`0 = ` + 1(mod n)) ^ (zi0 = zi ; 8i _ zi0 =
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Figure 1: Hyper-deBruijn HD(m; n) and Hyper-Butterfly HB (m; n) Graphs Compared
except for i = `0 ). Recently, the same butterfly
topology (with wrap around) Bn is redefined in [4] as a
graph on n  2n vertices for any integer n, n  3; each
vertex is represented by a cyclic permutation of n symbols
in lexicographic order where each symbol may be present
in either uncomplemented or complemented form. Let tk ,
1  k  n denote the k-th symbol in the set of n symbols.
Since each node is some cyclic permutation of the n symbols in lexicographic order, then if a1 a2    an denotes the
label of an arbitrary node and a1 = tk for some integer k ,
then for all i, 2  i  n, we have ai = t((k+i) mod n)+1 .
The edges of Bn are defined by the following four generators in the graph:

zi ; 8i;

g(a1 a2    an ) = a2 a3    an a1
f (a1 a2    an ) = a2 a3    an a1
g,1 (a1 a2    an ) = an a1    an,1
f ,1 (a1 a2    an ) = an a1    an,1
Remark 1 Bn is a symmetric (undirected) regular graph
of degree 4, has n  2n nodes and n  2n+1 edges. Bn
has a logarithmic diameter D(Bn ) = b 32n c and Bn has a

vertex connectivity 4, i.e., for any pair of nodes there exist
4 node disjoint paths between them. Bn has many other
interesting properties; see [4] for details.

For example, each of the nodes fabc; a
bc; abc; abcg

has a PI of zero while PI (bca) = 1 and PI (cab) = 2 and
so on.
Definition 2 For any node v = a1 a2    an in Bn ,
the complementation index (CI) of node v is defined as
CI (v) = nj=1 wi  2j,1 where wi is 0 if ai is an uncomplemented symbol and 1 if ai is a complemented symbol.

P

2.2 Hyper-Butterfly Graph HB (m; n)

Consider two undirected graphs G = (VG ; EG ) and H =
(VH ; EH ); the product graph G  H has node set VG  VH .

Let u and v be any two nodes in G, and let x and y be any
two nodes in H ; then, (hu; xi; hv; y i) is an edge of G  H
iff either (1) (u; v ) is an edge of G and x = y , or (2) (x; y )
is an edge of H and u = v .
Definition 3 A Hyper Butterfly graph HB (m; n), of order (dimension) (m + n) is defined as the product graph
of a hypercube Hm of dimension m and a butterfly Bn of
dimension n.
Each node in HB (m; n) is assigned
(xm,1 : : : x0 ; tn,1    t0 ) where each xi is

Each node in Bn has one of the n possible cyclic permutations of the n symbols (disregarding the complementation of the symbols).

a label
a binary
bit and each tj is a symbol, either complemented or
uncomplimented; the symbols tj , 0  j  n , 1 are
all distinct (as in the definition of the butterfly graph).
We refer to xm,1    x0 as the hypercube-part-label
and tn,1    t0 as the butterfly-part-label of any node
in HB (m; n). The edges of the HB (m; n) graph are
defined by the following m + 4 generators:

Definition 1 The permutation index (PI) of the identity
node I is zero and that of any other node is defined to be
an integer x if the node’s permutation is obtained from I
by x left shifts.

8i; 0  i < n, hi (xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,1    ; t0 ) =
xm,1 ;    ; xi+1 ; xi ; xi,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,1    t0 ;
g(xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,1 ;    ; t0 ) =
xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,2 ;    ; t0 tn,1

Remark 2 It is easy to see the equivalence (isomorphism)
between the two interpretations of the wrapped butterfly
network graph. We highlight the key features below.

f (xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,1 ;    ; t0 ) =
xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,2 ;    ; t0 tn,1
g,1 (xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,1 ;    ; t0 ) =
xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; t0 tn,1 ;    ; t1
f ,1(xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; tn,1 ;    ; t0 ) =
xm,1 ;    ; x0 ; t0 tn,1 ;    ; t1
Remark 3



The set of m + 4 generators of the graph HB (m; n),
= fhi ; 0  i < m; f; g; f ,1; g,1 g is closed under
inverse; in particular h(i) for all i is its own inverse,
g is inverse of g,1 and f is inverse of f ,1 ; thus the
edges in HB (m; n) are bidirectional.



For an arbitrary n, n > 2, for any arbitrary node v
of the graph HB (m; n),  (v ) 6= v where  2
=
fhi ; 0  i < m; f; g; f ,1; g,1 g; also, for any two
1 ; 2 2 , 1 (v) 6= 2 (v).

Theorem 1 Hyper butterfly graph HB (m; n) is a Cayley
graph of degree m + 4.
Definition 4 (i) The m edges generated by the generators
hi are called hypercube edges and the 4 edges generated
by either of the generators g; f; g ,1 ; f ,1 are called butterfly edges.
(ii) Any arbitrary node v = (h; b) 2 HB (m; n) has m
hypercube neighbors f(h(i) ); 1  i  mg (reached from
v by the m hypercube edges) and has 4 butterfly neighbors f(h; b(j ) ); 1  j  4g (reached from v by the 4
butterfly edges).
Remark 4 Along any hypercube edge, only the
hypercube-part-label of a node changes, and along
any butterfly edges, only the butterfly-part-label changes.
Theorem 2 For any m and n, n  3, the graph
HB (m; n) (1) is a symmetric (undirected) regular graph
of degree m + 4; (2) has n  2m+n vertices; and (3) has
(m + 4)  n  2m+n,1 edges.
Proof : (1) follows from Remark 3. (2) follows from the
definition that HB (m; n) is the product graph of H (m) 
B (n). Since HB (m; n) has the node-set VH (m)  VB(n) ,
the number of nodes in HB (m; n) is 2m  n  2n which
is equal to n  2m+n . (3) follows from (1) and (2).
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3 Shortest Routing and Diameter in

HB (m; n)

Shortest (optimal) point to point routing in HB (m; n) is
extremely simple and elegant. Recall that each node u

in HB (m; n) has a two-part label (h; b) where h denotes
the hypercube-part-label and b denotes the butterfly-partlabel. Consider all nodes in HB (m; n) with the same (but
arbitrary) butterfly-part-label; there are 2m such nodes and
they form a hypercube Hm of dimension m. Similarly,
consider all nodes in HB (m; n) with the same (but arbitrary) hypercube-part-label; there are n  2n such nodes
and they form a butterfly Bn of dimension n. We can formalize this observation as the following remark.
Remark 5 A Hyper-deBruijn graph HB (m; n) can be
decomposed into n  2n many mutually disjoint hypercubes Hm , each of the Hm nodes having the same
butterfly-part-label. Similarly, an HB (m; n) can be decomposed into 2m many mutually disjoint butterfly Bn ,
each of the Bn nodes having the same hypercube-partlabel.
Shortest (optimal) point to point routing in HB (m; n)
is then obvious in light of the above discussion. Consider
two arbitrary nodes (h; b) and (h0 ; b0 ) in HB (m; n). The
shortest route can be established as follows:



Go from node (h; b) to (h0 ; b) using the shortest routing scheme in a hypercube [5].



Go from node (h0 ; b) to node (h0 ; b0 ) using the shortest routing scheme in butterfly graphs [4].

Remark 6 The fact that the above algorithm actually
computes the shortest path follows from the correctness
of the shortest routing schemes in hypercube and butterfly
graphs.
Remark 7 Since HB (m; n) is a Cayley graph, it is vertex symmetric [6], i.e., we can always view the distance
between any two arbitrary nodes as the distance between
m bits n symbols

z }| { z }| {

the source node and the identity node (00    0; t1 t2    tn )
by suitably renaming the symbols representing the node labels.
Theorem 3 The diameter of HB (m; n) is m + d 32n e.
Proof : From the construction of the shortest routing
algorithm, the length of the optimal path between two
arbitrary point in HB (m; n) is upper bounded the sum
of the diameter m of the hypercube Hm and the diameter d 32n e of the butterfly Bn . Now, consider the
identity node (00    0; t1 t2    tn ) and the node v =
(11    1; td n2 +1    tn t1    td 32n e . The distance between
these two nodes is evidently m + d 32n e and the claim follows.
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Remark 8 The distance between two arbitrary nodes
(h; b) and (h0 ; b0 ) in HB (m; n) is given by the sum of the
distances between two nodes h and h0 in a hypercube Hm
and the distance between two nodes b and b0 in a butterfly
graph Bn .

4 Embeddings in HB (m; n)
In this section we briefly state our results on embedding
without any proofs (for lack of space). A cycle with k
nodes, denoted by C (k ), is a graph whose vertices comprise the set f1; 2;    ; k g and edge set is defined by E =
f(i; j )ji = (i + 1) mod kg.
Remark 9 The hypercube H (m) of dimension m has a
cycle of length k as a subgraph for an even k and 4  k 
2m [5] and the butterfly Bn of dimension n has a cycle of
length kn + 2k 0 where k and k 0 are positive integers and
k + k0  2n [7].
A wrap-around mesh (or a 2-dimensional mesh with
wrap-around connections or a torus), denoted by C (n1 ) 
C (n2 ) or M (n1 ; n2 ), is a direct product of the two cycles
C (n1 ) and C (n2 ). Also note that for two given graphs, G
containing a cycle C (n1 ) and H containing a cycle C (n2 ),
the product graph G  H contains the wrap-around mesh
C (n1 )  C (n2 ) or M (n1 ; n2 ).
Lemma 1 A mesh M (n1 ; n2 ) contains all even cycles of
length k , 4  k  n1  n2 .
Lemma 2 The hyper-butterfly graph HB (m; n) has a cycle of length k , when k is even and 4  k  n  2(m+n) .
Lemma 3 The butterfly graph Bn has the complete binary
tree T (n + 1) as a subgraph.
Lemma 4 A mesh of trees MT (2p; 2q ) is a subgraph of
the product graph T (p + 1)  T (q + 1).
Theorem 4 The hyper butterfly graph HB (m; n) embeds
a mesh of trees MT (2p ; 2q ), for 1  p  m , 2; 1  q 
n.

5 Fault Tolerance of HB (m; n)
The node fault tolerance of an undirected graph is measured by the vertex connectivity of the graph. A graph G
is said to have a vertex connectivity  if the graph G remains connected when ar arbitrary set of less than  nodes
are faulty (i.e., in the fault free graph there are  many
node disjoint paths between any two arbitrary nodes). Obviously, the vertex connectivity of a graph G cannot exceed the minimum degree of a node in G. A graph is

called maximally fault tolerant if vertex connectivity of
the graph equals the minimum degree of a node. We know
that the vertex connectivity of a hypercube Hm is m [5];
since Hm is m-regular, the hypercube graphs are maximally fault tolerant. It is also known [4] that the vertex
connectivity of the butterfly graph Bn is 4; since Bn is 4regular, the butterfly graphs are also maximally fault tolerant. Our purpose in this section is to show that the proposed graph HB (m; n) has a vertex connectivity of m +4
and hence these graphs are maximally fault tolerant.
Theorem 5 Between any two arbitrary nodes (h; b) and
(h0 ; b0 ) in HB (m; n), there exist (m + 4) node disjoint
paths.
Proof : Consider two arbitrary nodes u = (h; b) and v =
(h0 ; b0 ) in HB (m; n). We need to consider three cases:
Case 1:[h 6= h0 ^ b = b0 ], i.e., the source and the destination nodes have the same butterfly-part-label but have
different different hypercube-part-labels. Consider the hypercube (Hm ; b) (the hypercube formed by all the nodes
in HB (m; n) with same butterfly part label b); we have
u; v 2 (Hm ; b) and hence there are m vertex disjoint paths
between the nodes u and v in the hypercube (Hm ; b) (note
that each node on any of those paths has the same butterfly part label b). Now, consider the four butterfly neighbors (reached by butterfly edges) of the node (h; b) —f(h; b(i))g, 1  i  4. Each node (h; b(i) ), 1  i 
4 can reach the node (h0 ; b(i) ) using nodes in the hypercube (Hm ; b(i) ) and one can reach the node (h0 ; b0 ) from
(h0 ; b(i) ) by traversing one edge. Note that the nodes on
these paths are mutually disjoint and these 4 paths are also
pairwise node disjoint from the earlier m paths. Thus, we
have m + 4 node disjoint paths between nodes u and v .
Note that the length of any of the first m paths is upper
bounded by m + 2 and that of any of the last 4 paths is
upper bounded by d 32n e + 2.
Case 2:[h = h0 ^ b 6= b0 ], i.e., the source and the destination nodes have the same hypercube-part-labels but
have different butterfly-part-labels. Consider the butterfly (h; Bn ) (the butterfly formed by all the nodes in
HB (m; n) with same hypercube-part-label h); we have
u; v 2 (h; Bn ) and hence there are 4 vertex disjoint paths
between the nodes u and v in the butterfly (h; Bn ) (note
that each node on any of those paths has the same hypercube part lebel h). Now, consider the m hypercube neighbors (reached by hypercube edges) of the node (h; b) —f(h(i) ; b)g, 1  i  m. Each node (h(i) ; b), 1  i 
m, can reach the node (h(i) ; b0 ) using nodes in the butterfly (h(i) ; Bn ) and one can reach the node (h0 ; b0 ) from
(h(i) ; b0 ) by traversing one edge. Note that the nodes on
these paths are mutually disjoint (butterfly-part-labels of
nodes in each path are different) and these m paths are also
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Figure 2: Comparison between Hyper-deBruijn and Hyper-Butterfly Graphs
pairwise node disjoint from the earlier 4 paths. Thus, we
have m + 4 node disjoint paths between nodes u and v .
Case 3:[h 6= h0 ^ b 6= b0 ], i.e., the source and the destination nodes have different hypercube-part-labels and different butterfly-part-labels. Consider the m hypercube
neighbors (h(i) ; b), 1  i  n (of node u) and 4 butterfly neighbors (h; b(j ) ), 1  j  4. For each neighbor
(h(i) ; b), use nodes in the butterfly subgraph (h(i) ; Bn ) to
reach the node (h(i) ; b0 ) and then use the nodes in the hypercube subgraph (Hm ; b0 ) to reach the node v = (h0 ; b0 );
for each neighbor (h; b(j ) ), use nodes in the hypercube
subgraph (Hm ; b(j ) ) to reach the node (h0 ; b(j ) ) and then
use the nodes in the butterfly subgraph (h0 ; Bn ) to reach
the node v = (h0 ; b0 ). It is easy to see that the nodes on
each of these paths are then mutually disjoint.
2
Corollary 1 The hyper-butterfly graph HB (m; n) of dimension m + n has a vertex connectivity of m + 4 and
hence it is maximally fault tolerant.
Remark 10 The constructive proof for the theorem on
vertex connectivity (Theorem 5) readily suggests an optimal routing scheme in the network in the presence of maximal number of allowable faults (such that the system is not
disconnected).
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Conclusion

The class of networks proposed in this paper retain all of
the desirable features of the networks of [1] and at the
same time provides two additional features: regularity and
maximal (optimal) fault tolerance. We compare hyperdeBruijn graph and hyper-butterfly graph in Figure 2; we
compare a HB (3; 8) with a HD(3; 11) and HD(6; 8)
which accommodate the same number of nodes. The proposed graph seems to be an attractive alternative to the
hyper-deBruijn networks [1] for designing multiprocessor

networks. We have also recently developed an asymptotically optimal broadcasting algorithm for this proposed network and obtained some interesting results about the VLSI
implementation of the proposed topology. We intend to report them soon in a future paper.
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